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Abstract— This paper proposes a novel compressive sensing
based perceptual hashing algorithm for visual tracking. Track-
ing object is represented by compressive perceptual hashing
feature combined with patch-based appearance model. Besides,
an updating foreground weight map is assigned for each object
representation and the weight map is updated according to
the accumulation of foreground pixel and distance between the
foreground pixel and the center of the weight map. Based on
the compressive perceptual hashing template and the weight
map, our tracker searches the local region with the maximum
response in an coarse-to-fine way. In addition, we introduce a
visual attention knowledge that the object, namely foreground,
should be always located in the center of the weight map,
to handle the model drift problem. Extensive experiments
demonstrate that the proposed tracking method achieves the
state-of-the-art performance in challenging scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

Visual tracking is one of the most key components for nu-
merous robot applications, such as robot human interaction,
robot navigation and autonomous driving, etc. Generative
trackers and discriminative trackers are two main types of
appearance-based trackers. The generative ones use a partic-
ular feature vector or subspace model to present the target
object and search for region with the least reconstruction
error from the target object. The discriminative trackers,
namely tracking-by-detection, which treat the tracking prob-
lem as a local search detection problem is based on a binary
classifier. Generally, the discriminative with prior data set
could perform better but with external training cost.

Wu et al. [1] present a comprehensive evaluation of
online trackers by 2013. Since then, several effective trackers
have been proposed recently. Locality Sensitive Histograms
Tracker (LSHT) [2] is a simple and real time tracking
framework based on locality sensitive histogram method,
which is robust to illumination changes. To address model
drift problem, a multi-expert framework is chosen by [3], in
which, an entorpy-regularized restoration scheme is utilized
to correct undesirable effects of bad model updates for the
base tracker. Nevertheless, object tracking is still a challeng-
ing problem under appearance changed situations caused by
illumination changes, pose variation, occlusion and so on.

Object representation is the most crucial part of tracking
problem. Numerous features and models have been cho-
sen for object representation, such as Haar-like features
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[4], global integral histogram [5], locality sensitive his-
tograms [2], sparse representation [6] and adaptive color
attributes [7], etc. Unlike the strategy using complex appear-
ance model to attain robustness of the object representation,
we choose to represent object by a simple binary code
constructed with the hashing technique for better efficiency
of matching.

There are several researches on hashing-based tracking
until 2015 [8], [9]. Fei et al. [9] proposed an object tracking
approach using perceptual hashing algorithm (ahash, phash,
dhash). However, pure perceptual hashing feature without
patch strategy is unstable for various challenging scenarios. It
is obviously a high-complexity and low-efficiency operation
to extract features from all the patches with one-by-one way.
We use a very sparse measurement matrix that asymptotically
satisfies the restricted isometry property (RIP) in compressive
sensing theory, thereby facilitating efficient projection from
the image feature space to a low-dimensional compressive
subspace.

As a dimensionality reduction manner, compressive sens-
ing [10] has been introduced into visual tracking and
achieves real time performance recently [11], [12]. In [12],
a sparse measurement matrix is constructed to extract the
efficient features from a multiscale image feature space.
The tracking process is formulated as a binary classification
by a naive Bayes classifier. Compressive tracker has good
performance at some tracking situations in real time. But
the performance is instable because of its random mapping
process scheme.

Considering the complementary attributes of perceptual
hashing based tracker and compressive sensing based tracker,
we present a novel tracking mechanism by constructing
compressive tracking framework with perceptual hashing
patch-based appearance model. Additionally, we propose
an online foreground learning method to address the drift
problem.

The contributions of proposed tracking framework are as
follows.

• In this paper, we propose a novel compressive per-
ceptual hashing appearance model for robust and fast
tracking.

• A novel online foreground learning method is proposed
to handle the target drift problem, in which, every CPH
template is also combined with an updating weight map
for confidence evaluation.

• A visual attention knowledge, that the object should
be always located in the center of the weight map, ie.
the center of visual system, is first imported into the
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tracking framework for model drift problem.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

describes three crucial components including discriminative
compressive object representation in Section II-A, visual
tracking framework in Section II-B and foreground learning
in Section II-C. Experimental results and comparisons are
shown in Section III. Section IV concludes the paper.

II. COMPRESSIVE PERCEPTUAL HASHING TRACKING

In this section, we present the proposed compressive
perceptual hashing tracking algorithm as well as the weighted
map updating by online foreground learning.

A. Discriminative Compressive Object Representation
1) Random projection and compressive sensing: To obatin

complete object appearance representation, we are supposed
to sample many multi-scale fragments covering different
locations and sizes among the object, which can cause a
high dimensional representation. Therefore, it is necessary
to reduce the high-dimensional signal to lower-dimensional
space without losing the significant information as well.
To deal with it, we apply the recent significant concept of
random projection [13] and compressive sensing [14]. In
random projection, a random matrix R 2 Rn⇥m whose rows
have unit length projects data from the high-dimensional
feature space x 2 Rm to a lower-dimensional space v 2 Rn

v = Rx (1)

where n ⌧ m. Each projection v is equivalent to a com-
pressive measurement in the compressive sensing encoding
stage. In our algorithm, x is composed of features of all
fragments while v merely consists of certain fragments. The
compressive sensing theory [14] affirms that it is possible to
reconstruct the signal from a small number of random mea-
surements if a signal is K-sparse. The sparse measurement
matrix R preserves the salient information in any K-sparse
signal when projection. Let R 2 Rn⇥m be a random matrix
with R(i, j) = ri,j where

ri,j =
p
3⇥

8
<

:

+1 with probability 1
6

0 with probability 2
3

�1 with probability 1
6

(2)

which is generated in the initialization and restrict condition
(RIP) [15], [16] for it is definitely necessary. The fragments
at current are suitable for feature extraction at an excellent
speed with little loss.

2) Patch-based appearance model: For each positive T+
s

and negative sample T�
s at a frame of time t, we adopt

patch strategy based on multi-scale fragments to construct
distinguishable representation. Each fragment is divided by
patch strategy with the size of l⇥l. The positions and sizes of
fragments are specified in the initialization randomly, which
are same for all samples in the frame sequence. And all
patches are resized to 8 ⇥ 8 to extract perceptual hashing
feature. By doing this, we further simplify the later stages
of the procedure without losing too much of the structural
information of the image, and also gain some measure of
scale invariance.

3) Perceptual feature: Generally speaking, perceptual fea-
ture represents the characteristics of human vision. The
research of cognitive psychology and human visual system
demonstrate that human eyes are sensitive to illumination,
color and texture information. Therefore, we construct our
perceptual feature by means of intensity histogram and Dis-
crete Cosine Transform (DCT) on behalf of illumination and
contour profile. The perceptual representation of a sample
consists of features of patches. Here comes the two kinds of
perceptual features, intensity histogram and low-frequency
energy spectrum.

The intensity histogram for a patch P is a 1D array, each
of whose value is an integer representing the frequency of
occurrence of particular intensity value. The corresponding
histogram HP is a B-dimensional vector defined as:

HP (b) =
NX

i=1

C(Ii, b), b = 1, 2..., B (3)

where N denotes the number of pixels and B is the total
number of bins. Here we set B = 8. C(Ii, b) is a binary
function whose output is zero except when intensity value Ii
belongs to bin b. Now that the local histogram HP indicates
grey information of a patch P .

The discrete cosine transform (DCT) has a strong ”energy
compaction” property and concentrates most of signals in a
few low-frequency components of the DCT. The process of
a DCT can be defined as:

dm =

64X

i=1

yi cos


⇡

8

m

✓
i+

1

2

◆�
,m = 1, 2..., 64 (4)

Based on Eq4, we can conclude that the low-frequency
information is concentrated from the frequency spectrum.
Owing that the rest of DCT coefficients prove to be useless,
just eight values extracted from the upper left corner are
considered as perceptual feature of profiles. Therefore, the
8-dimension vector DP denotes the low-frequency feature
of a patch P. The perceptual features of a patch P is the
combination of them: vP =

⇥
HP DP

⇤
. So far, the whole

perceptual features matrix of a sample have been extracted:

V =

⇥
vP1 vP2 ...vPk

⇤
(5)

where k denotes the total number of patches.
4) Binary matrix generation by locality-sensitive hashing:

To compare different perceptual feature of images conve-
niently, the perceptual features matrix is necessarily pro-
cessed by hashing method, one of which is locality-sensitive
hashing (LSH), widely used in similarity search [17]. For
each patch feature vP 2 R16, we construct m corresponding
hashing functions. one of which is define as follows:

hPi(vP ) = sign(wT
Pi
vP + b) (6)

where wPi 2 R16 is generated randomly between [�1, 1]
satisfying Gaussian distribution and b is set to 0. Each patch
can generate m binary codes through WP of m hashing
functions Here for all patches, we share the same WP

and just need a matrix multiplication operation to improve
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Fig. 1: The principle of coarse-to-fine search.

efficiency, which can enhance computing efficiency a lot.
Through LSH, we generate an unique perceptual image
representation (PIR) for each sample and can further conduct
confidence evaluation.

B. Visual Tracking with PIR

Now that the perceptual hashing feature is extracted,
we build two main models to measure the difference and
establish the learning strategy.

1) Appearance model: Given object O at frame t�1 and
current frame t, tracking algorithm is required to locate the
object O at t frame. In the former description, we clarify
that O is presented by postive templates {T+

s }T
+

s=1 and back-
ground G is represented by negative templates {T�

s }T
�

s=1.
Tracking task is to find the target location of a candidate C
in t frame which is most similar to positive templates but
most dissimilar to negative templates. Between candidates
and templates, we define the discriminative similarity by as
follow:

s(C, Ts) =

kX

i=1

W t
Pi
(1� 1

l2

���h(PC
i ),h(PTs

i )

���
H
) (7)

where l stands for the size of the patch and W t
Pi

represents
the foreground weight of i-th patch at t frame. The fore-
ground weight, accounting for the weight of a patch in a
candidate, will be introduced in Section II-C. Comprehen-
sively, the confidence of j-th candidate Cj is defined by the
average distance to all fragments as follows:

Con(Cj) = �(
1

T+

T+X

s=1

s(C, T+
s )� 1

T�

T�X

s=1

s(C, T�
s )) (8)

where � is a normalized coefficient, which lets the confi-
dence constraint in [�1, 1]. The proposed appearance model
summarizes samples and object of the consecutive frames,
which offers convenient and efficient conditions for tracking
updating.

2) Tracking model: The task of tracking model is to
update the object location at current frame in virtue of
PIR and appearance model. Thus, we generate the search
candidates by coarse-to-fine search and construct the tracking
model by Bayesian framework.

Sample and coarse-to-fine search: As we know the ground
truth I1 at the first frame, we define that the positive sample
Da

= {Z| kI(Z)� I1k < ↵} and negative sample D�,⇠
=

{Z|⇠ < kI(Z)� I1k < �}, where Z denotes the sample po-
sition and ↵,�, ⇠ denotes the sample distance threshold with

↵ < ⇠ < � respectively. At the second frame, we choose the
candidates as Drc

= {Z| kI(Z)� I1k < rc,�c} where rc

is the coarse radius and �c is the coarse shifting step. Then
we calculate the confidence of each candidates and select the
maximal response one as the center of fine search circle I1

0.
The fine search runs as Drf

=

�
Z|

��I(Z)� I1
0�� < rf ,�f

 

where rf is the fine radius and �f is the fine shifting step.
After maximum confidence selection, we regard the results
of fine search as the object position at second frame. From
then on, the search is executed repeatedly as the same way
in Fig 1.

At each frame, the estimate of the target ˆXt is defined by
the MAP estimate over M samples:

ˆXt = argmaxCon(i)tCon(i)
t (Ci), 8i 2 [1,M ] (9)

Through the similarity measurement of candidates and frag-
ments and probability selection, the most possible position
of candidates is assured.

C. Foreground Learning for Object Tracking

1) Weighted map updating: In the tracking region of the
current frame t, the foreground is extracted and recorded in
weighted map W , all of whose elements, totally the same
quantity of pixels, are initialized to 1 at the beginning. We
are urged to model focus of attention that is motivated by
the biological visual system which concentrates on certain
image regions requiring detailed analysis [18], [19]. As
presented in [20], Z.Zivkovic makes contributions on an
improved adaptive Gaussian mixture model for background
subtraction, which extracts the foreground under multivariate
circumstances. With the simple method, we obtain the region
of foreground and compute its pixel center as Ft(xf , yf ) at
frame t. The weighted center Kt is updated by W t. For each
pixel Kp(x, y) of a patch in the tracking region, we formulate
its current foreground weight at frame t as follows:

wt
Kp

= "e�
kKp�Ktk2

�2 (10)

which is a radial basis function(RBF) satisfying Gaussian
distribution, where " is the normalized coefficient and Kp

denotes the position of a pixel in the tracking region, �2

stands for the object occupation in the tracking region.
Bigger the � is, the more attention field the tracking region
embodies. Naturally, we compute the current foreground
weight of the patch Pi at frame t by the mean of its region
of weighted map:

¯W t
Pi

=

1

l2

X

Kp2Pi

wt
Kp

(11)

where l is the size of patch. Then the continuous frame are
relevant, so the updating is formulated as:

W t
Pi

= (1� �)W t�1
Pi

+ � ¯W t
Pi

(12)

where � denotes the learning rate, W t
Pi

and W t�1
Pi

stands
for accumulated foreground weight at frame t and t-1 re-
spectively and the weighted map W t

Pi
is used momentously

in Equation 7. The learning rate balances the current and
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accumulated weight while the weighted map merits the
different weight contribution of distinct patch to PIR.

2) Periodic center rectification: Besides, there is another
usage of weighted map. Every ⌧ frame, the deviation of
object center may occur and we can eliminate the offset by
defining a translation vector ~Zt at current frame t:

~Zt =
~Kt � ~Ft (13)

It is obvious that the vector defined directs the foreground
center to weighted learning center. It handles the problem of
center shifting periodically.
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Fig. 2: Distance precision and overlap success plots over 24
video sequences from benchmark using one-pass evaluation
(OPE) and spatial robustness evaluation (SRE). The legend
contains the area-under-the-curve score for each tracker. Our
proposed tracking methods CPHT performs excellent against
others.

III. EXPERIMENT

To evaluate the performance of the proposed tracking algo-
rithm in various scenarios, we conduct experiments using 24
representative video sequences (boy, couple, david, david2,
deer, dog1, doll, dudek, FaceOcc1, FaceOcc2, fish, fleetFace,
Football, Football1, freeman1, freeman3, Ironman, jumping,
Mhyang, shaking, Singer1, Soccer, Sylvester, Trellis) from
the visual tracker benchmark [1] and compared it with other
15 state-of-the-art tracking methods. All the experiments
are running on a PC with Intel i7 3770 CPU (3.4Ghz)
and 8G memory. The video sequences from the benchmark
contain various challenges such as illumination variation,
background clutter, occlusion, abrupt target motion and rota-
tion. The 15 evaluated trackers are structured output tracking
with kernels (Struck) [21], visual tracking decomposition
(VTD) [22], multiple instance learning tracker (MIL) [23],
real-time compressive tracker (CT) [11], local sparse appear-
ance model and k-selection (LSK) [24] method, fast com-
pressive tracking (FCT) [12], fragment tracker (Frag) [5], lo-

cally orderless tracker (LOT) [25], online AdaBoost method
(OAB) [26], kernel-based tracker (KMS) [27], mean-shift
Blob tracking through scale space (SMS) [28], Beyond
semi-supervised tracker (BSBT) [29], online selection of
discriminative tracking features (VR) [30], peak difference
tracker (PD) and the mean shift tracker (MS). All the tracking
methods are evaluated by three metrics, (i) distance precision
(DP), which shows the percentage of frames whose estimated
location is within the given threshold distance of the ground
truth; (ii) overlap success rate (OS), which is defined as
the percentage of frames where the bounding box overlap
surpasses a threshold; and (iii) center location error (CLE),
which indicates the average Euclidean distance between the
ground-truth and the estimated center location. More details
and results can be found in the supplement and the website:
http://www.carlib.net/phtracking.html.

A. Experiment Setup

During the experiment, the search radius threshold for
drawing positive samples is set to ↵ = 4, generating 45
positive samples. The inner ⇠ and outer radius threshold
� that generates negative samples are set to 8 and 30.
The coarse search radius is initialized to rc = 30 and the
corresponding shifting step �c = 4. The radius of fine search
rf = 10 and �f is set to 1. The learning rate � = 0.25 and
the � is set to 1.25. The period ⌧ for foreground rectification
is set to 5.

B. Overall Performance

We present the quantitative comparison results of distance
precision (DP) at 25 pixels, overlap success rate (OS) at
0.5, center location errors (CLE) and tracking speed (FPS)
in Table I. Among the trackers in the literature, our method
achieves the best results with an average DP of 89.3% and
the Struck achieves a little lower DP of 89.1%. Conclusively,
our algorithm performs the favorable in other metrics with
OS of 76.5% and CLE of 12.07 pixels. VTD also performs
well with an average OS of 76.9%. While FCT, CT, MIL and
MS achieves higher frame rate than others, our algorithm
performs pretty good at 20.24 frames per second.

We also conduct the experiment in a conventional way
of running trackers throughout test sequences with initial-
ization from the ground truth position at the first frame,
which reports the average distance precision under different
distance threshold. In the Fig 2, we refer this to one-pass
evaluation (OPE) and it is evident that our method performs
excellent with distance precision as well as success rate.
Moreover, to present the advantages of foreground learning,
we conduct the spatial robustness evaluation (SRE) and our
method outperforms others with overlap success rate under
different overlap threshold where 12 different initial tracking
boxes are set at the first frame.

C. Qualitative Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of our method in quality,
we annotate the attributes of each sequence, and construct
subsets with different dominant attributes including pose
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TABLE I: Comparisons with advanced trackers on the 24 video sequences from benchmark. Our method performs favorably
against other methods in distance precision (DP) at 25 pixels, overlap success rate (OS) at 0.5, center location error (CLE).
The first and second highest values are highlighted by red and blue fonts.�� 1

Ours BSBT Frag KMS LOT LSK MIL MS OAB PD SMS Struck VR VTD CT FCT

DP (%) 89.30 47.60 70.10 61.30 67.30 72.80 75.40 44.60 63.80 50.80 54.90 89.10 45.60 87.00 72.90 70.80

OS (%) 76.50 46.20 59.60 45.50 55.90 69.10 53.60 28.20 59.80 35.20 27.70 76.00 36.10 76.90 61.80 55.80

CLE (pixel) 12.07 155.53 47.62 51.52 43.89 52.27 31.30 72.11 52.00 77.37 63.84 16.49 75.29 27.53 47.31 36.92

Speed (FPS) 20.24 7.00 6.30 3.16 0.70 5.50 38.10 31.08 22.40 10.91 19.20 20.20 12.26 5.70 64.40 76.42

and illumination change, occlusion, background clutters, Fast
motion and motion blur, and in-plane and out-of-plane rota-
tion. The comparison of these trackers proves the robustness
of our proposed methods as follows.

Background clutters: The surrounding background of the
tracking object in the dudek sequence changes in illumination
and context(Fig. 3(a)). Beyond that, the face undergoes
pose change and occlusion (]210). The Struck, FCT, CT
and CPHT algorithms perform well on this sequence. FCT
performs well in these sequences as it extracts discriminative
scale invariant features for the most correct positive sample
(i.e., the target object) online with classifier update for
foreground and background separation, so does CPHT. The
background of the Trellis sequence is clutter and only the
Struck, LSK and the proposed CPHT algorithm perform well
on this sequence.

Fast motion and motion blur: The object in the couple
sequence Fig 3(b) moves fast and undergoes an out-of-plane
rotation. Only the CPHT and Frag algorithms perform well
on this sequence. The images of the deer sequence are blurry
due to fast motion of the deer. The Struck, FCT, OAB and
CPHT algorithms work well in this sequence. As to this
attributes, the proposed CPHT algorithm outperforms most
of the other methods.

In-plane and out-of-plane rotation: The target object
in the david2 sequence (Fig 3(c)) undergoes the in-plane
and out-plane rotation. The in-plane rotation in the david2
sequence is big, so is the out-of-plane rotation in the Foot-
ball1 sequence. The MIL and MKS work well on the david2
sequence, but fail in the Football1 sequence, which contains
objects undergoing in-plane rotation, out-of-plane rotation
and abrupt motion. The VTD, LSK, Struck, FCT and CPHT
method perform better than others.

Occlusion: The target object in the FaceOcc1 sequence in
Fig 3(d) undergoes part occlusion. The CPHT, BSBT, Frag,
SMS, VR, LOT, OAB, MKS methods work well on this
sequence. In the FaceOcc2 sequence, the target undergoes
pose variation and occlusion. Most advanced algorithms have
good performance except MS, MKS, PD, VR, SMS. The
OAB and MIL methods work well on this sequence as the
most discriminative Haar-like features they used for object
representation can handle pose variation and part occlusion
effectively.

Scale and pose variations: For the Soccer in the Fig 3(e),
the abrupt scale and pose variation leave a difficult problem.

Only a few methods do not lose the target including CPHT,
VTD, FCT and VR. In the sequence Singer1, tremendous
scale variations happen because of the fast motion of video
camera. The LOT, Frag, PD and MS lose the target but others
perform fine.

Severe illumination changes: For the Ironman sequence
shown in Fig 3(f), the appearance changes quickly due to il-
lumination and pose variation when the background changes
from fireworks (]18) to a ray of light (]36) and the direction
of the face from left (]18), to front (]30 and ]36) and to
right ( ]48). Only CPHT algorithm performs well on this
sequence. Second-best performance comes from VTD and
CT, due to its multiple observation models and compressive
features respectively, nevertheless the two trackers are nearly
lost from the target. In the Shaking sequence shown in
Fig 3(f), the VTD, LSK, CPHT and Struck perform well on
this sequence with lower tracking errors than other methods.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel robust tracking algorithm
with an appearance model based on compressive hashing
feature that preserves the structure of original image space
but with small size by means of sparse measurement matrix.
In addition, we introduce a visual attention knowledge that
the object, namely foreground, should be always located
in the center of the weight map, to handle the model
drift problem. Experimental results show that the proposed
tracking approach performs favorably by comparing with lots
of recent state-of-the-art algorithms.
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